Simple half-duplex repetition-based relaying protocols can achieve spatial diversity at the expense of additional relaying signals in the time domain. In this paper, a linear unitary precoder based on a singular vector for cooperative systems with the amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying protocol is proposed in order to improve spectral efficiency. An exact expression of the precoder design is first derived for the case of equal power allocation. Then, water-filling power allocation is used in conjunction with the precoder to further increase the system capacity, where the precoder matrix is generated with an iterative process. From the implementation point of view, the channel state information (CSI) has to be estimated and quantized in systems, the detail of which is described in the sequel. The adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) technique with the proposed precoder is also discussed to achieve high throughput performance. Finally, numerical and simulation results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique in improving capacity and throughput.
Introduction
Cooperative communications introduce spatial diversity in wireless systems, where the mobile stations are not able to support multiple antennas due to the size or other constraints. The basic philosophy behind cooperative diversity lies in the phenomenon where the signal transmitted by source nodes is overheard by other nodes, which can be utilized as partners. The source and its partners can jointly process and transmit their information, and create a virtual multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system, although each of them is equipped with only one antenna [1] . Several repetition-based cooperative diversity protocols, such as amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF), have been developed to exploit spectral diversity and reduce the outage probability. However, the diversity gain is achieved through the simple half-duplex relaying protocols at the expense of relaying transmission duration, which causes spectral efficiency loss.
In cooperative systems, conventional space-time codes (STC) schemes, originally proposed for coding across collo- cated antennas, can be used in a distributed fashion for practical implementation of user cooperation [2] . Previously, a distributed STC scheme operating in the AF mode is analyzed in [3] , and the optimal designs are also developed [4] , [5] . For example, the open-loop pre-process with the given modulation scheme is proposed to minimize the error probability in [5] . In these schemes, the knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) does not have to be known at the transmitter. However, extra benefits of virtual MIMO can be further achieved if the CSI is known at the transmitter side as well as at the receiver side.
Precoding is a processing technique that utilizes the CSI by operating on the signal before transmission to improve the link performance. It has attracted significant research efforts in the MIMO research areas. With perfect CSI known at both the transmitter and receiver, optimal precoder designs have been proposed to minimize the traces of the mean-squared error and weighted mean-squared error matrices, or to maximize the average mutual information [6] - [8] . Also, there has been much work on the performance analysis of limited feedback schemes with partial CSI [9] , [10] . Meanwhile, various precoding schemes have been introduced into cooperative systems. With the assumption that the base station and the relay employ multiple antennas, most of existing precoding schemes, however, are actually similar to those in MIMO systems. The difference between these precoding schemes and those in MIMO systems is mainly due to more complex network topology of cooperative systems that are comprised of the source, relay and destination nodes [11] . In [12] , [13] , antennas in multiple relays can be regarded as a kind of virtual antenna array where a distributed precoder can be applied between the relays and destinations. Unlike these precoder designs, the temporal-spatial precoding operation studied in this paper is applied to the virtual antenna array formed by cooperative behaviors between the source and relay nodes, which can well exploit the potential capacity of cooperative relaying communication systems [14] . However, the existing design in [14] necessitates high-complexity maximum likelihood (ML) detection at the receiver, and can not fully exploit the potential capacity due to the constant transmit power constraint between different transmission phases.
For the sake of analysis, the instantaneous CSI is firstly assumed to be known at the transmitter side for linear precoder design in a cooperative system with AF relaying protocol. One of our main contributions is to derive an exact expression of linear unitary precoding based on the singuCopyright c 2011 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers lar vector in case of equal power allocation, which needs no exhaustive search at the transmitter and requires only simple linear detection at the receiver. In order to further increase the system capacity, water-filling power allocation is used in combination with the precoder, whose matrix can be generated through an iterative process. Moreover, considering practical applications, we present the channel estimation and quantization methods. Also, adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is used in conjunction with the proposed precoder in order to improve the achievable throughput. Numerical and simulation results are presented to demonstrate that the proposed precoder provides higher performance than the schemes without the efficient use of CSI.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of the system model. Under the assumption of idealistic CSI, the precoder design in cooperative spatial multiplexing systems with AF relaying is proposed in Sect. 3. Then, practical implementation issues with the proposed precoder are discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 describes the simulation methodology and configuration for performance evaluation. In Sect. 6, numerical and simulation results are presented and discussed. Finally, Sect. 7 draws the conclusion.
System Model
Throughout this paper, matrices and vectors are written in boldface. () T , () H , () * , () + and || • || F denote transpose, Hermitian transpose, conjugate, Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse and Frobenius norm of a vector or matrix, respectively. A i, j denotes the element in i-th row and j-th column of matrix A. I N denotes the N × N identity matrix. A circularly symmetric complex Gaussian vector x with mean m and covariance matrix R is denoted by x ∼ CN(m, R). In addition, det{•} refers to the determinant of a matrix.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , let us consider a simple wireless cooperative communications system in which a source (S) node cooperates with a relay (R) node to transmit information to a destination (D) node. All nodes are equipped with a single transmit and receive antenna. Half-duplex relay communications are assumed due to practical concerns. The source communicates with the relay and destination during the first time slot (TS). In the second time slot, both the source and relay communicate with the destination. The signals transmitted by the source during the first and second time slots are denoted by x 1 (n) and x 2 (n), respectively, where n is the time index. We assume that E{x i (n)} = 0 and E{|x i (n)| 2 } = P x , where P x is the average power with equal power allocation. The time index is dropped for simplicity and we simply write x 1 and x 2 for the symbols transmitted in the first and second time slots, respectively. The signals received at the relay (R) and destination(D) in the first time slot are given by
where h S R and h S D denote the independent complex Gaussian fading channel gains from S to R and D, modeled as 
The relay normalizes the received signal by a factor of β (so that the average energy is unity) and retransmits the signal during the second time slot. The destination receives a superposition of the signals from not only the relay but also the source in the second time slot, i.e.,
where h RD ∼ CN(0, σ 
where the effective noise termz is with the power of σ
Finally, we assume that the receiver normalizes y D,2 by a factor of α = 1/ 1 + β 2 |h RD | 2 . The effective input-output relation with the AF protocol can be summarized in the matrix form as
where
T is the transmitted signal vector, and z = [z D,1 αz] T is the complex Gaussian noise vector. H is the effective channel matrix given by
which has a singular value decomposition (SVD)
where U and V are two 2 × 2 left and right singular matrices, Σ is a diagonal 2 × 2 matrix with ordered singular values λ 1 and λ 2 (λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ), starting from the top left corner. Note that this AF-based protocol converts the spatially distributed antenna system into a MIMO channel allowing the fundamental gains of multiple-antenna systems, such as diversity and array gains, to be exploited in a distributed fashion.
Precoder Design and Performance Analysis
In this section, we consider a transmitter that utilizes a linear precoding matrix for the fading relaying channel with the AF relaying protocol. The source transmits the preprocessed signals successively over, the direct and relayassisted channels, i.e.,
T is the original information symbol vector and the 2 × 2 linear precoder matrix is
Representing the stacking signals received at the destination as a vector, we rewrite (4) and obtain the input-output relation as follows
Unitary Precoder with Equal Power
In general, the right singular matrix V of the effective channel matrix H can be used as precoder F = V for channel diagonalization, where F · F H = I 2 is the identity matrix of size two. Then, as shown in Appendix, the precoder F can be computed by
Meanwhile, the squared singular values of the effective channel matrix H can be calculated by
with
Then, after combining the signals received in two time slots at the destination, we can express the equivalent received SNR of each data stream with unitary precoder as
The channel capacity of the system with unitary precoder can be given by
Unitary Precoder with Power Allocation
To maximize the capacity with full CSI, the optimal power allocation strategy referred to as water-filling can be applied, where the transmitter allocates more power to better channels and less or even no power to poorer ones [15] . Let p i be the power allocation weight of the ith data stream. Then, the received signal can be rewritten as
where P = diag{ √ p 1 , √ p 2 } denotes the power allocation matrix. We assume that the total transmit power is constrained by
Correspondingly, the normalized factor at the relay is modified as
As discussed before, the precoder matrix can be chosen as F = V, which is widely utilized for diagonalization. Now with power allocation, it can also be calculated by (10) with the same θ as in (12) 
The squared singular values of H with power allocation can be written as
Then, according to the water-filling principle, the power allocation weights can be computed by
and
From the above analysis, we can find that both the precoding matrix F and power allocation matrix P are determined by the effective channel matrix H. On the other hand, H is also dependent on the normalized factor β, which is a function of the coefficients of F and P as shown in (19) . So, we have to first determine one of β, F and P and then solve for the others.
By integrating (10), (20), (23) and (24) into (19), β can be described by an equivalent function of itself, i.e., β = f (β). Therefore, the value of β can be firstly found by solving the root of β = f (β) through the Aitken iterative method [16] . The details are shown in the following:
Step
Step 3:
Once β is obtained by the iterative method, the precoding matrix F can be also calculated by (10) , (12) and (20) while the power allocation weight P by (23) and (24).
When the proposed precoder with water-filling power allocation is applied, the equivalent SNR of each data stream can be calculated by
Then, the channel capacity of this system can be expressed by
Practical Issues with the Proposed Precoder
For the sake of analysis, perfect CSI is assumed to be known at all nodes in the previous section. However, in realistic wireless communication systems, the CSI has to be achieved through certain methods such as channel estimation and quantization. Moreover, the capacity performance, presented in Sect. 3, only gives an upper bound of spectrum efficiency. In order to approach capacity limits in practical systems, link adaption techniques such as adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) have to be used together with the proposed precoder, which is discussed in this section.
Methods to Achieve the CSI
There are a variety of methods to obtain the CSI at the source, relay and destination. As shown in Fig. 1 , the CSI of three links, i.e., h S D , h S R and h RD , are necessary to be known at the source in order to pre-process the signals before transmission. Under the assumption of Time Division Duplex (TDD), the CSI of the forward and reverse links can be regarded as the same under the slow fading channel due to channel reciprocity. Therefore, h S D and h S R can be known by estimating the received pilot signal transmitted from the destination and relay in the reverse links, respectively. Moreover, h RD is estimated at the destination and fed back to the source. As for the relay, only h S R is necessary to be known in order to normalize the signal when the AF relaying protocol is applied, which can be easily estimated by using the pilot sequence transmitted from the source. At the destination, the CSI of three links, i.e., h S D , h S R and h RD , has to be known for detection. h S D and h RD can be estimated by the received pilot sequence transmitted from the source and relay, respectively, while h S R is estimated at the relay and fed back to the destination.
Channel Estimation
As shown in Fig. 2 , a dedicated pilot sequence
of length L is timemultiplexed with the modulated data sequence of length W in each time slot at the source. Similarly, the relay inserts another pilot sequence
of length L before the normalized data sequence of length W in the second time slot. These two pilot sequences are needed to be orthogonal, i.e., 
The channel information can be estimated by the pilot sequence sent from the transmitter. Let us take channel estimation at the destination as an example for elaboration. In the first time slot, the pilot sequence received at the destination can be expressed in vector form as
where z
is the additional white Gaussian noise vector with a variance of σ 2 N . Then, the channel estimate based on the least square (LS) principle can be formulated as
The corresponding estimation error signal
. It is dependent on noise variance σ 2 N and the length of the pilot sequence L.
In the second time slot, the pilot sequences from both the source and relay are received at the destination as
is the additional white Gaussian noise vector with variance σ 2 N . Similar to the operation in the first time slot, LS channel estimation is performed on the received pilot sequence. By utilizing the orthogonal characteristics of the pilot sequence as shown in (27), the channel gain of the S-to-D link can be estimated by using the corresponding pilot sequence p 2h
The channel estimation of the S-to-R link can be performed by using another pilot sequence, i.e., p 1 . Such method can also be used to estimate the CSI of other links.
Channel Quantization
The quantization and feedback scheme has to be adopted in order to let the source and destination know h RD and h S R , respectively. Let us take h RD as an example to elaborate on the quantization process. The complex channel gain can be expressed with polar form as
Then, five bits and three bits are used to quantize the amplitude (i.e., α RD ) and phase (i.e., θ RD ) of the complex channel weight, respectively. Correspondingly, the value ranges of the amplitude and phase are divided into 32 and 8 regions, respectively, i.e., (−∞, −2 dB], (−2 dB, −1 dB], · · · , (27 dB, 28 dB], (28 dB, ∞), and (0, 
Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC)
In AMC, the modulation and coding schemes (MCS) modes for transmission are pre-defined in Table 1 , referred as Modes 1∼5, where convolutional coding and a packet length of 1080 bits are assumed. When the kth, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 5}, mode with a modulation constellation size of M k and a code rate of R k is selected, each transmitted symbol will carry ξ k = R k log 2 {M k } information bits. Although there is no exact closed-form packet error rate (PER) for coded modulation, we can use the equivalent closed-form PER expression for MCS selection under the assumption that linear coherent detection is applied at the receiver. Then, the PER performance of each MCS can be approximatively expressed as
where γ is the received SNR and the coefficients of a k , g k , η k are mode-dependent as shown in Table 1 . These coefficients are generated by fitting and comparing curves to the simulated PER, which has been demonstrated in [17] . In order to maximize the date rate, the transmitter selects one of the pre-defined MCS modes for each data stream s i , which can be expressed as
is the throughout of the ith data stream with MCS mode k. The AMC scheme can be easily applied in AF relaying systems with the proposed unitary precoder, where γ can be calculated by either (15) or (25).
Simulation Methodology and Configuration
A physical channel link level simulator is implemented to evaluate the transmission/reception of cooperative relaying systems under flat fading channels. For brevity, only downlink transmission is considered here, where the receiver and transmitter are assumed perfectly synchronized.
Procedures of Baseband Signal Processing
As shown in Fig. 3 , baseband signal transmission is performed by the following steps, i.e.
• Source: Data are firstly encoded to form a packet of length L b = 1080 bits before modulation. The MCS selection is determined as described in Sect. 4.2. Then, multiple L b /ξ k modulated symbols are concatenated and separated into every W data symbols. Next, the complex-valued modulation symbols are pre-processed in accordance with the proposed precoding scheme. According to the frame structure shown in Fig. 2 , the pilot sequence with the length of L is inserted in front of the data symbols during each time slot before transmission.
• Relay: In the first time slot, the relay estimates the fading channel weight of the S-to-R link with the received pilot sequence. Then, the received signal is normalized and transmitted in the second time slot.
• Destination: At the destination, the pilot sequence in each time slot is de-framed and used for channel estimation at first. Then, coherent detection is carried out on the received data signals in order to recover the transmitted modulation symbols. Corresponding to the source, reverse operations such as demodulation and decoding are performed. The MCS selection is also made at the destination and assumed to be ideally fed back to the source. Fig. 3 Diagram of the link level simulator for cooperative relaying systems.
Simulation Methodology
The Monte Carlo method is adopted in our simulations. As shown in Fig. 4 , the source bits are generated randomly at the transmitter while the complex Gaussian fading channel coefficients and random noise exist in the wireless channels. At the receiver, the packets are collected and used to calculate the packet error rate and throughput statistically. During each realization, one packet is transmitted and verified whether it has be received correctly at the receiver. Hundreds of realizations are needed to ensure average channel performance, e.g., 10 5 . The packet error rate can be calculated as the ratio of the number of error packets to the number of total packets. Correspondingly, the throughput is defined as the number of total error-free information bits normalized by the number of total packets.
Usually, two types of simulations are carried out to evaluate the system performances, i.e., with ideal CSI and with estimated CSI. The former is easily understood so that we only discuss the latter. When the CSI is estimated through the received pilot sequences, the estimation errors are considered in computing the effective channel matrix, which implicitly affects the performance of coherent detection and the accuracy of MCS selection. First, the effective channel matrix in (5) is determined by the estimated channel gains includingh S R ,h RD andh S D . Then, the precoding matrix can be calculated by using the effective channel matrix with the estimation errors, which determines the performance of coherent detection. As can be seen in (15) or (25), the estimated equivalent SNRs are dependent on the squared singular values of the estimated effective channel matrix. Instead of the ideal SNR γ, the estimated SNRγ is used in (34) to select the suitable MCS, which may result in some inaccuracy.
According to the frame structure depicted in Fig. 2 , we set the length of the pilot and data sequences to L = 10 and W = 490, respectively. When L = 10, two orthogonal pilot sequences are used, i.e., p 1 = [1, −1, 1, −1, ..., 1, −1]  and p 2 = [−1, 1, −1, 1, ..., −1, 1] .
In this paper, we consider classic scenarios, where R is located either close to S or in the middle of S and D. The corresponding average output SNRs (γ S R ,γ RD ,γ S D ) in logarithmic-scale are (γ + 10 dB,γ,γ) and (γ + 10 dB, γ + 10 dB,γ), respectively. Linear coherent detection is assumed at the receiver.
Description on Reference Systems
Several reference systems are also investigated in comparison with the proposed precoders, which are briefly described as follows:
• Direct transmission (DT): There is no relay deployed so that there exists only one link between the source and destination.
• Half-duplex AF: The source only transmits the signal in the first time slot while being kept silent in the second time slot. The half-duplex system is subject to the same total power constraint as other schemes (i.e.,
• Precoder with power limitation (PRE-PL): As proposed by Bogdan in [14] , the transmit power between two phases is kept constant. Then, the Frobenius norm of each row in the precoding matrix equals one, i.e.,
So, with the objective of maximizing the capacity, the optimal solution of the precoder matrix can be found via exhaustive search
At the destination, high-complexity maximum likelihood (ML) detection is needed for recovering the transmitted signals.
Numerical and Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed precoder for AF relaying systems is evaluated through computer simulations. To validate the simulation results, analytical capacity calculations are also carried out.
Performance Comparison with Ideal CSI
Perfect CSI is first assumed to be known at the source, relay and destination. Figure 5 shows the ergodic capacity of the AF relaying systems with/without the precoder, respectively, where (γ S R ,γ RD ,γ S D ) = (γ+10 dB,γ,γ) is assumed. The ergodic capacity of the traditional AF relaying system without a precoder is the lowest because the source does not transmit any signal to the destination in the second time slot so that its spatial rate is only one, whereas the other schemes achieves a spatial rate of two. Compared with the reference systems including half-duplex AF relaying and direct transmission, the systems with the precoder can achieve more ergodic capacity because more spatial multiplexing gains can be obtained. For example, at medium SNRs, e.g., S NR = 8 dB, the achievable capacity gain by the proposed precoder with power allocation (PRE-PA) is about 1.3 and 0.38 bits/symbol in comparison with only AF relaying and direct transmission (DT), respectively. Moreover, the performance difference between the precoder with equal power (PRE-EP) and the precoder with power allocation (PRE-PA) is not obvious because of the small variance between two singular values under this scenario.
Next, we compare the capacity difference between the PRE-PA and PRE-PL schemes. Power limitation is required for the PRE-PL scheme, i.e., the transmit power is kept constant between two transmission phases. As for the PRE-PA scheme, power allocation is carried out alongside the precoding operation. If the optimal solutions are assumed to be always achievable, the capacity of the system with power allocation must be higher than that of the system without power allocation. However, only the suboptimal precoding matrix is generated by the iterative method for the PRE-PA scheme, while the optimal precoding matrix can be found by exhaustive search for the PRE-PL scheme. The accuracy of the suboptimal solution by the iterative method depends on the scenarios. Therefore, the capacity of the PRE-PA system is comparable but not always greater than that of the PRE-PL system. For example, in the given scenario of (γ S R , γ RD ,γ S D )=(γ + 10 dB,γ,γ), the capacity of the PRE-PA system is slightly lower than that of the PRE-PL system in the low SNR region as shown in Fig. 5 . Now let us examine the throughput performance in Fig. 6 . Similar to the capacity results, the systems with the precoder outperform those without the precoder. Different from Fig. 5 , the diversity gain of AF relaying enables the proposed precoder scheme to outperform the direct transmission system in the low SNR region, i.e., less than 6 dB. This is because the probability of error events under direct transmission is higher than that under AF relaying transmission in this SNR region when a limited number of MCS options is used. With the PRE-PA scheme, the right singular matrix of the equivalent channel matrix is applied for preprocessing at the source so that the equivalent channel is diagonalized. Linear detection at the destination can achieve good performance, which is equivalent to that of ML detection. When the PRE-PL scheme is used in combination with AMC, special AMC design for the non-linear receiver has to be considered if its capacity advantage is still to be maintained, which is beyond the scope of this paper. So, the MCS selection used for linear detection is also applied in the PRE-PL scheme. Therefore, the achieved throughput by the PRE-PA scheme is higher than that by the PRE-PL scheme, although the latter is able to achieve a slightly higher capacity in the low SNR region than the former. From the implementation perspective, the advantage of the PRE-PA scheme is evident because only the linear detection and commonlyused AMC techniques are required.
The relay location is often assumed in the middle between the source and destination in the case of AF relaying, implying that the channel qualities of the S-to-R and R-to-D links are better than that of the S-to-D link. The ergodic capacities with (γ S R ,γ RD ,γ S D )=(γ+10 dB,γ+10 dB, γ) are compared in Fig. 7 . In the medium SNR region, i.e., less than 10 dB, all the schemes with AF relaying outperform direct transmission. When the different precoders are applied in conjunction with the AF relaying protocol, the corresponding capacity gains are not the same. For example, the PRE-PA scheme can achieve about more gain of 0.5 bits/symbol than the PRE-EP scheme. Then, Fig. 8 shows the throughput performance of the system with/without the precoder. When the SNR is high, the throughput performance of the PRE-EP scheme becomes better than that of only AF relaying. Note that the advantage of the PRE-PA scheme becomes more obvious under this scenario. For example, when SNR=8 dB, the throughput gain of the PRE-PA scheme is about 1 bits/symbol as opposed to direct transmission. 
Effects of Channel Estimation and Quantization
For practical applications, LS channel estimation has to be performed before the operations such as coherent detection and link adaptation in the systems either with or without the proposed precoder. Under the assumption of estimated CSI, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 compare the performance of the system with the proposed precoder and the direct transmission system, where the relay is located either close to the source or in the middle of the source and destination, respectively. The throughput performance is slightly deteriorated due to the inaccuracy of the estimated CSI. However, it is clear that the proposed precoder with the estimated CSI still outperforms direct transmission.
Furthermore, in order to validate the effect of channel weight quantization, we compare the throughput of the proposed precoder with ideal or quantized channel gain feed- Notes: 1. S 1 =(γ+10 dB,γ+10 dB,γ), S 2 =(γ+10 dB,γ,γ).
2. The values of ergodic capacity are collected on the assumption of γ=8 dB. back in Fig. 11 , where the relay is located in the middle of the source and destination. It is shown that the proposed precoder is not sensitive to the quantization of the channel gains.
In the case of L=10 and W=490, it is easy to calculate that the relative pilot overhead is 2%, which exists in all the systems under consideration in this paper. As a result, we only discuss the overhead for transmitting the CSI in downlink transmission as an example. h S D and h RD can be known by estimating the received pilot sequences at the destination. Only the information of h S R is needed to be fed back from the relay to destination. As mentioned above, 8 bits can be used to quantize the CSI of one link, i.e., h S R . For reliable feedback, a low-order modulation and convolutional repetition code, i.e., QPSK, R c =1/4, is assumed for transmitting the quantified CSI information. Then, 8*4/2=16 modulated symbols are necessary to carry the quantized CSI of h S R . Therefore, there are 490 − 16 = 474 modulated symbols per time slot left for data transmission in the PRE-PA system. According to the ergodic capacity results in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 , the performance of different systems with feedback overhead is compared in Table 2 . The systems with PRE-PA still outperform the direct transmission and AF relaying systems, when the effect of feedback overhead is taken into account. Similar results but less gains can be found in the PRE-EP systems.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the unitary linear precoder in the cooperative spatial multiplexing system with AF relaying. The precoder with equal power (PRE-EP) is explicitly derived, while that with water-filling power allocation (PA) can be calculated by an iterative method. Also, considering practical issues, LS channel estimation and quantization methods have been applied in systems. Moreover, in order to well achieve the potential capacity, the AMC scheme is applied in the system with the proposed precoder. In typical scenarios, the system with the proposed precoder outperforms other reference systems, where only linear coherent detection is needed at the receiver.
Appendix: Proof of (10), (13) and (21)
The singular values matrix in (6) can be expressed by
Firstly, the sum of squared singular values is equal to the squared Frobenius norm of H, i.e., Generally, the right singular matrix V in (6) , (
where the parameter θ i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is used to determine the matrix. For unitary matrix v, we can assume that θ 3 =
